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I think there may be a number of physicists who, whether 

convinced or not by the bulk of Professor Sachs' article/ are slightly 

unnerved by, or have no time to analyse, the mathematical argument. I 

shall therefore address myself to this last first. 

To disprove a theorem it is not necessary to find the 

fallacy in its "proof." One counter examplesuffices. I shall assume 

that in Prof. Sachs' notation ds is the proper time; that it is the 

quantity which in special relativity has a magnitude such that 

As usual ds itself is, -for any time-like interval, both real and 

positive. It cannot be complex or imaginary for such intervals, and we 

shall have no need to consider any objects moving backward in time. 

I agree with Prof. Sachs that the earth twin A may properly compute his 
JS2 

brother B's time by calculating jB ds for CB his brother's curved path, 

but if, and only if, S1 and S2 rgpresent the position-t~e four vectors 

appropriate to the beginning and ending of the journey. 

For simplicity let us now choose a path between S1 and S2 so 

close to the straight line (earth twin A, or path CA) that special 
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relativity is adequate. How close cannot matter since, if there were 

no such region on any scale, then special relativity would long since 
. '· 

have been proved to be false. In addition, though it has much less 

experimental proof and is in some reasonable doubt, general relativity 

allows such a region to exist, to any desired approximation, as an 

intrinsic part of its structure. Such a region means physically that 

the gravitational forces are negligible, i.e., space-time is flat. 

Then it is clear that on the curved path, ds must not only be positive 

and real, but also we IJRlSt always have 

ds ~ dt. 

(Here the equality cannot hold throughout the interval; otherwise Mr. · B 

would stay home.) 

Thus if CA is the straight path (twin A), then 

Or in general t•ds. is path dependent. In an actual experiment taking 

place from an S1 earth laboratory one would need to use the Schwarzchild 

metric if the experiment used low velocities. · ·But since· ds is still 

less than dt, and real and positive for time-like motion, our essential r 
result is unaffected. This concludes the formal part of my argument. G 

The other arguments which Sachs makes have been so frequently 

discussed, largely because of Prof. Dingle's convictions, that it is 

almost embarrassing to add anything. As, indeed, in essence I shall not 

'·' 
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do, but merely swmnarize well-known argt.Dnents. 

I repeat, therefore, that neither in Newtonian nor in rela-

tivistic mechanics is it irrelevant whether one is in an inertial frame 

of reference or an accelerating one. Only uniform velocities, not 

accelerations, leave the physical laws unchanged. Both types of. 

mechanics tell one, of course, what the physics is like in a accelerating 

frame (although these predictions are not the same). It makes a lot of 

difference to a twin whether he stays home or not! He can surely feel 

the difference in the seat of his pants even if he were blindfolded and 

a non-physicist. It has been discussed frequently 2 that, if the twins 

attempt to exchange signals at previously decided intervals in an 

identical manner, they will receive each other's signals differently. 

As a gedanken experiment, let us follow Prof. Sachs and 

consider two identical lumps of radioactive matter. Keep one home and 

accelerate the other from and to the same place. All experimental 
-

observations so far suggest that throughout the period of motion the 

accelerated lump decays more "slowly to a· stationary observer (though at 

a nonnal "proper" time). Thus at the moment of reunion the accelerated 

lump has decayed less than the home sample. If this is not so, at what 

point in Sachs' theory does the noninertial lump speed up its decay 

rate? Some experimental evidence relevant to. this subject is sunnnarized 

by Crawford. 3 Another type of experiment is described by Taylor and 

Wheeler. 4 

" ! 
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